
MARRY ME

"Learn Me"



INT. JAKE AND ANNIE’S APARTMENT- MORNING

A carpenter is hammering removing a cabinet while a drywall 

worker is sanding the wall of Annie and Jake’s kitchen. Annie 

enters her kitchen under construction in nightshirt with 

messy hair. She picks nightshirt out of butt with one hand 

while eating a breakfast burrito with the other.

ANNIE

God you guys sure know how to ruin 

a gal’s beauty sleep.

Annie wipes her mouth on armpit of nightshirt.

CARPENTER

Sorry miss, we should only be at it 

a couple more days.

ANNIE

Hope so I don’t need to feel any 

older or haggier than I already am.

Annie returns to the bedroom. 

CARPENTER

Man do I feel sorry for the guy 

who’s marrying that.

DRYWALL FINISHER

Tells me about it. That chick looks 

tackier than this drywall paste.



Gil’s Apartment- Day

Doorbell rings, Gil opens door and becomes excited seeing a 

mail courier with a large box. Gil hugs the courier. Courier 

is put off by him.

MAIL COURIER

Sir, just sign here. All I need is 

a signature sir.

GIL

Do you not know what is in this 

box?

MAIL COURIER

I just deliver the packages sir.

GIL

That my friend is garb 

representative of the greatest 

society and culture of all history; 

the Flemish people.

MAIL COURIER

So by garb, you mean Garb Bage?

GIL

You sir are an atrocity to mail 

courier’s everywhere. 

(MORE)
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I’m calling your supervisor. You 

sir are not welcome at my door 

anymore.

Gil snubs courier and takes box into the apartment.

EXT- TWO KEVINS HOUSE- AFTERNOON

Jake knocks on door, hears Kevin 1’s voice from inside.

KEVIN 1

(Stern, Direct)

Answer the door you subservient 

twit. I’m paying good money for you 

to perform your function.

Kevin 2 opens the door wearing a frilly pink and white maid 

outfit. Jake becomes embarrassed, tries not to look.

JAKE

Oh, hey I’m sorry, really I’m so 

sorry I’ll come back another time.

KEVIN 2

No Jake come in, come in. You’re 

old enough and mature enough to 

know that Annie’s other father and 

I just have to spice things up 

sometimes. 

GIL (CONT'D)
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INT- TWO KEVINS HOUSE- AFTERNOON

KEVIN 1

Subservient let our guest in.

KEVIN 2

Really, do you have to be so 

blatant in front of the children.

KEVIN 1

Stop speaking, children are above 

you at the moment. No arguing just 

do what you’re told. 

KEVIN 2

Yes my master.

JAKE

Really guys I could come back, no 

reason to scar your children for 

life here.

KEVIN 1

Sorry Jake I just take such 

divulgence in my monthly.

JAKE

Oh I didn’t know you had a monthly 

like Annie does.
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KEVIN 1

Oh honey her monthly is nothing 

compared to mine.

JAKE

Well that’s kind of why I’m here 

guys. Annie has been one of those 

real monthly female persons ever 

since we’ve started our kitchen 

remodel. The workers have been  

waking us up banging in there for 

the last three days. I’m telling 

you Annie is one gal that really 

needs her beauty sleep. 

KEVIN 1 

When Annie was younger and she 

didn’t get enough sleep she was 

like an angry feral cat.

KEVIN 2

Talk about the claws coming out.

KEVIN 1

Ms. Beneath my dirty park shoes. 

Did I give you permission to speak?

Kevin 2 cowers.
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JAKE

Wow she really does come by it 

honestly.

Kevin 2 shift eyes hesitantly nodding in agreement. Kevin 1 

waves finger.

KEVIN 1

Ought, ought, ought.

Kevin 2 and Jake burst out laughing. Kevin 1 points to Kevin 

2.

KEVIN 1 (CONT’D)

You to my bedroom.

Kevin 2 becomes sober, cowers, heads to bedroom.

Kevin 1 points to Jake, who bows, holds back laugh.  

KEVIN 1 (CONT’D)

You out the door.

JAKE

Yes sir, mam, sir, mam, mam sir, 

sir mam.

INT- GIL’S APARTMENT- EVENING

Gil is dressed in his Lion of Flanders garb. There is a knock 

on the door, Gil opens it, Dennah and Kay enter.
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KAY

Oh my God Gil has officially become 

a fruit. A plump banana.

GIL

Hey. 

DENNAH

Yeah Kay be nice. He really looks 

more like a plump canary.

GIL

Double hey. I’ll have you know this 

fine attire is representative of my 

Flemish roots and I’m very proud of 

it.

KAY

Gil honey, maybe you should keep 

this as home wear and maybe...

DENNAH

Not so much outer wear.

GIL

Well I’m wearing it and I’m proud 

of it.
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KAY

OK honey but I’m used to the 

criticism being openly gay, hope 

you can the criticism of being a 

blatant fruit.

DENNAH

So cool. You’ll both make me feel 

better about myself. I need all the 

edge I can get with all those other 

hussy's and shameless sluts out 

there.

KAY

Let’s go Annie and Jake are waiting 

for us.

INT- RESTAURANT- EVENING

Dennah, Gil and Kay enter, go to round table where Annie and 

Jake are. Gil does a pirouette.

GIL

Well?

JAKE

Hey Ban Man.
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ANNIE

Oh cool, you going to perform a 

chirpy song with that canary look?

GIL

(Whiny)

No. Doesn’t anybody know what the 

Lion of Flanders represents.

DENNAH

Bad taste?

ANNIE

Flashing warning light of 

desperation.

Jake outstretches arms shakes head no.

GIL

No it’s called the crest of the 

Lion of Flanders and it represents 

my Flemish roots.

Dennah, Kay and Gil sit.

KAY

I wonder if the term flim flam came 

from the Flemish peoples.
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ANNIE

(Feebly singing)

Flim flam, flam flim say it over 

and over again.

Dennah and Kay Chime in.

ANNIE, KAY AND DENNAH

(Singing)

Flim flam, flam flim if I keep 

going my tongue will get tied. Flim 

flam, flam flim come on now and 

sing it over and over again.

Gil folds arms, pouts.  

JAKE

(Singing)

Come on now ladies let the voice of 

man break on in.

ANNIE, JAKE, KAY AND DENNAH

(Singing and laughing)

Flim flam, flam flim, flimmy, 

flimmy, flam over and over again 

flammy, flammy, flammy thank your 

ole’ Flemish mammy for such fun 

words to sing.

Gil stands arms still folded. 
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ANNIE, JAKE, KAY AND DENNAH (CONT’D)

(Singing)

Flimmy, flimmy, flimmy, flammy, 

flammy, flammy.

GIL

Real mature guys.

Gil storms out. The gang stops singing.

DENNAH

Should I go after him? Do really 

think we hurt his feelings?

ANNIE

No way we were just having fun. He 

is kind of a sensitive little 

yellow fellow though.

JAKE

I don’t know but if he is mad I’m 

blaming Annie.

KAY

Yeah, Annie did start it.

DENNAH

Um hum.

Jake, Kay and Dennah each fold their arms and look 

disapproving towards Annie.
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ANNIE

Oh whatever, blame me, I’m the bad 

one. It’s Jake’s fault for allowing 

our remodeling crew to start early 

in the morning. I’m sleep deprived 

and not responsible for any of my 

actions.

Kay and Dennah turn to Jake arms still folded and 

disapproving.

DENNAH & KAY IN UNISON

Oh, so it’s your fault.

JAKE

Me? Why is it always somehow the 

poor innocent guy’s fault anyway 

damn it?

ANNIE

It just is. So it’s your 

responsibility to go find Gil and 

apologize for me for you and fix 

it.

JAKE

Um yeah I really can follow that 

logic, it’s definitely female.
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ANNIE

Well get to it.

JAKE

OK, OK.

Jake stands up, circles hand around women.

JAKE (CONT’D)

I’m leaving this estrogen field. 

Definitely an unmanly aura going on 

here.

Jake exits.

ANNIE

Uhg! Men. Why are they so not smart 

realizing when they are at fault. 

EXT- GIL’S APARTMENT- NIGHT

Jake knocks on Gil’s door.

JAKE

Gil are you in there? Come on Gil 

buddy answer me.

INT- GIL’S APARTMENT- NIGHT

Gil pouts, leans on door.
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GIL

Why? Me and my ancestors are just 

the embodiment of flim flam

according to all of you.

JAKE (O.S.)

Well if it is any compensation 

Annie and my mother are the 

embodiment of the flack attack. 

Believe me after six years, I know 

flack attack. Come on buddy it 

wasn’t meant as a personal attack. 

Besides that jingle was  kind of 

catchy and fun.

GIL

Oh yeah fun at my ancestors and my  

expense.

JAKE (O.S.)

OK buddy I’m sorry. I was wrong but 

that jingle was a damn catchy tune.

GIL

Oh OK.

Gil opens door for Jake and gives him a big hug. Jake half-

hearted reciprocates.
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GIL (CONT’D)

Besides I got some inspiration for 

my new book that I’m going to 

eventually write sometime in the 

near not to distant future. Being 

Flemish Isn’t Flem Flam.

JAKE

Cool idea and not to sound like the 

two Kevins but I kind of like your 

outfit. It’s colorful and has a 

manly lion on it.

GIL

Ah gee thanks. I have like four 

variations I can wear at least two 

days a week showing my Flemish 

pride.

JAKE

That will show some kind of pride 

all right.

INT- ANNIE AND JAKE’S APARTMENT- NIGHT

Jake enters the apartment, smells something foul and goes to 

the bedroom.
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JAKE

Oh my God Annie, what in the world 

is that foul God awful smell?

Annie smiles at Jake while sitting in bed hair a mess in the 

same nightshirt she wore the night before. She has a paper 

plate with a half eaten burrito in her hand and another paper 

plate with a burrito sitting beside her.

ANNIE

Ooh me likey. Since the microwave 

is in here and I’ve been eating 

breakfast burrito’s, which I like. 

I thought I’d buy some bean 

burrito’s for a midnight snack. 

Here try one.

Annie hands Jake the paper plate with a burrito on it. Jake 

sneers.

JAKE

Uh, no thanks dear.

ANNIE

So are things OK with Gil? Did you 

correct the mess you made for me 

for you.

JAKE

Yes Annie and can I be frank.
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Annie smiles with part of bean showing on teeth. Jake becomes 

a little disgusted.

ANNIE

Yes my Jakey Poo.

JAKE

Annie don’t call me Jakey Poo, 

especially right now because that 

is exactly what this bedroom smells 

like is Poo and Annie please do 

something about that bean in your 

teeth and another thing I don’t 

want to always be your problem 

fixer. You and my mother might not 

be all flim flam but you both have 

an evil flack attack. You are 

getting to be just like her. I love 

you but I’m sleeping on the couch 

tonight. I’ve had enough trauma 

from you and your dad’s.

ANNIE

My dad’s?

JAKE

Yeah I seen Kevin 2 in his maids 

outfit.
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Jake leaves bedroom. Annie is between pouting and pissed 

angrily holding a pillow tight.

ANNIE

Fine Mr. Bland go sleep on the 

couch. I knew you couldn’t handle 

anything spicy anyway. Ass. And you 

didn’t you have to tell me about my 

dad’s maid outfit. That brings back 

so much old trauma and I’m 

absolutely nothing like mean Myrna.

INT- COFFEE SHOP- DAYTIME

Annie enters distraught and goes sit across from two Kevins.

KEVIN 1

OK something is definitely wrong.

Annie almost cries.

ANNIE

Jake told me I was acting like his 

mother. That’s just a layer of 

having two dads I didn’t realize I 

would encounter. I could handle it 

if he said I was like my mother but 

my mother is a dad. I can’t believe 

he compared me to mean Myrna.
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KEVIN 2

That may actually be a good thing. 

You know they say a man always goes 

after a women like his mother when 

he’s ready to settle down. I know I 

did. 

Kevin 1 smiles approving and affectionately.

KEVIN 1

OK dear what did you do to him to 

make him make such an accusation.

ANNIE

Well I heated up a burrito and made 

our bedroom smell like a taco 

stand.

KEVIN 1

Gotta say that’s not a real 

beautiful picture there dear, or 

smell for that matter.
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ANNIE

Oh and I had him go apologize to 

Gil for something I did but was 

entirely his fault because he is 

trying to improve that stupid 

kitchen for me and the workers come 

early and wake me up causing sleep 

deprivation which makes me make bad 

decisions which is entirely not my 

fault.

KEVIN 2

Oh, honey that is definitely some 

convoluted female logic.

KEVIN 1

Yeah I kind of have to agree there.

ANNIE

What! You’re defending Jake.

KEVIN 1

Yes dear but don’t worry because 

that logic is so strongly feminine 

all he could do was compare it to 

the strongest woman he knew in his 

life which is probably his mother 

even if she can be a meanie.
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ANNIE

I’m not liking my two dads and my 

fiance’ conspiring against me here. 

I’m going to call Myrna as much as 

I hate too.

Annie exits unsatisfied.

EXT- OUTSIDE- DAY

Annie walks down street on phone.

ANNIE

Hey Jakes mom, I mean Myrna. I’m 

having a problem with Jake and I 

would really like it if I could 

come over and talk to you about it.

MYRNA (O.S.)

What you mean you actually want to 

talk to me? I’m having a wine 

luncheon that you could come to but 

then I have an appointment with my 

fabulous mid-forties non-gay 

hairdresser.
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ANNIE

Yeah I really do. This is a time I 

need a true woman mother type 

opinion not a dad mom opinion.

MYRNA (O.S.)

Oh boy, what  really stupid thing 

did you do to make him mad this 

time? 

ANNIE

You know what, forget it. I don’t 

think I want to do any bonding with 

you. Sorry I though I needed you or 

you could in some way remotely help 

me. So have fun at your drunk 

slutty luncheon and desperate 

floozy hairdresser appointment.

MYRNA

Thank God, you’d probably be an 

embarrassment and ruin my mood for 

my appointment with my non-gay 

hairdresser. Besides I’m sure Jake 

is innocent suffering from some 

neurotic blubber.
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ANNIE

Just had to get that not gay dig in 

didn’t you mean Myrna. You’ll never 

be my mother-in-law just Jake’s 

mother. Good bye.

INT- KOSHER KITCHEN GROCERY STORE- DAY

Gil enters proudly wearing his Lion of Flanders garb. He 

receives a lot of stares from the older Jewish people in the 

shop which puzzles him. Gil grabs some Kosher beef hot dogs 

and heads to checkout lane.

CHECKOUT EMPLOYEE

Um, sorry sir my register just 

stopped working.

GIL

What? I’ll just pay with cash and 

let you keep the change.

CHECKOUT EMPLOYEE

Sorry, it’s against store policy.

Gil notices checker in other aisle is checking out a 

customer. Gil moves to other aisle.
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GIL

(To cashier)

I love these Kosher Hot Dogs. I 

can’t wait to get them home.

CHECKOUT EMPLOYEE 2

Sorry sir. My register just stopped 

working.

GIL

What’s going on here. The register 

was just working for the customer 

in front of me. Can’t I just pay 

for these and let you keep the 

change?

CHECKOUT EMPLOYEE 2

Sorry sir, it’s against store 

policy.

GIL

Come on, I’ll give you a twenty 

just for these ten hot dogs.

Checkout worker looks towards older Jewish gentlemen who is 

apparently the store manager. He waves hand fingers towards 

him gesturing no.

CHECKOUT EMPLOYEE 2

Sorry sir. The manager says no.
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Gil throws Hot Dogs down on checkout table. 

GIL

Well me and all my Flemish friends 

are going to boycott Kosher Kitchen 

from now on.

EXT- KOSHER KITCHEN GROCERY STORE- DAY

Gil frustrated as he exits bumps into Kevin 1 outside the 

store.

GIL

Oh hey Kevin 1. Good luck getting 

any service in this store. Me and 

my Flemish friends are going to 

boycott the Kosher Kitchen.

KEVIN 1

Oh my Gil, I never imagined a 

friend of Jake’s being a racist.

GIL

Racist? I don’t have a racist bone 

in my body it’s just not the 

Flemish way.

KEVIN 1

Oh, you really don’t know do you?
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GIL

Know what?

An older Jewish gentleman noticing Gil outside the shop snubs 

him.

OLDER JEWISH GENTLEMAN

Humph!

GIL

What is up with people, especially 

the older ones and all these weird 

stares today.

KEVIN 1

Gil I have no problem with the 

Flemish because some Jews are known 

not to like my kind. Both color and 

lifestyle but I’ve got to tell you 

the Lion of Flanders was an emblem 

sported by the SS In World War II.

Gil’s heart sinks.

GIL

You mean some of my ancestors were 

Nazi’s. I don’t believe it Annie’s 

dad, you lie.
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KEVIN 1

Hate to be the bad news bearer Gil 

but look it up, it’s common 

knowledge.

Kevin 1 pats Gil on shoulder and enters the sore. Gil becomes 

sad and distraught slowly walking down the street. Another 

older Jewish woman walks by and snubs Gil. 

OLDER JEWISH WOMAN

Humph! No respect in the 

neighborhood

INT- GIL’S APARTMENT- NIGHT

Gil is noticeably bummed, hears knock on door and opens it 

letting Jake in. Jake notices Gil has all his Lion of 

Flanders garb out on table with a can of lighter fluid 

nearby.

JAKE 

Hey buddy what’s wrong? What’s up 

with all the garb on the table and  

the bottle of lighter fluid. I 

thought you were understanding and 

OK after the talk we had last 

night.
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GIL

Oh it’s not that. It’s just I’m 

having a bonfire of the non 

vanities. Thanks to Annie’s dad and 

some research; much to my dismay I 

realized some of the Flemish were 

Nazi’s. They even called themselves 

the Lions of Flanders. I don’t have 

a racist bone in my body and could 

never imagine my ancestors having a 

racist bone either. It’s just not 

the Flemish way; so I thought. 

JAKE

Gil buddy, everyone knows you don’t 

have a racist bone in your body. 

You’re too sensitive and just too 

much of a good guy to be a 

ridiculous racist. Every race in 

society has skeletons in their 

closet Gil. It’s not your fault.

GIL

Well regardless I’m about to light 

up the alley way. Want to go have a 

few brewskies by the light of evil 

lying lions?
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JAKE

I guess but you got get out of the 

mood you’re in. None of this is 

your fault.

GIL

Maybe not but I wore my outfit to 

the Kosher Kitchen. God I’m such an 

ass.

JAKE

Oh ouch, but at least you were an 

unintentional ass. Ask Annie and I 

bet she says the same about me all 

the time. That’s what I was coming 

over to talk to you about.

GIL

Jake you’re like the farthest thing 

from ass, like top of the head so 

far away from being an ass.

JAKE

IDK, I guess things just hit me 

wrong last night. After I left here 

I went home and when I got there 

Annie had our bedroom smelling like 

bean burrito, had bean in her teeth 

and wanted to be all lovie dovie. 

(MORE)
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I’m also getting tired of her just 

expecting me to fix everything 

whether it is my fault or not which 

according to her most things are my 

fault. 

GIL

That my friend is just female 

logic, they can’t help it being the 

feeble creatures they are. Kassie

never got any better at that stuff 

and as much as I miss her I don’t 

miss that. Now let’s go roast some 

Lion.

Gil grabs his garb and lighter fluid. Jake gets the beer from 

the refrigerator and they exit the apartment.

INT- JAKE AND ANNIE’S APARTMENT- EVENING

Dennah, Kay and Annie are sitting in the living room.

ANNIE

And then he told me I was just like 

his mother. His mother mean Myrna 

of all people.

DENNAH

Oh ouch!

JAKE (CONT'D)
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KAY

Oh no he didn’t.

ANNIE

Yeah and none of this situation is 

my fault. I think he’s doing this 

kitchen remodel just so I can 

better serve him anyway.

KAY

Listen Annie, you may have a point 

but if my booty call friend had my 

bedroom smelling like bean burrito 

and had a bean in her teeth this 

taco stand would be closed due to 

just gross violation.

DENNAH

She’s got a point Annie. There’s 

messy gross, looky gross, grossie 

gross but there’s nothing worse 

than...

Dennah and Kay hold their noses.

DENNAH AND KAY IN UNISON

Smelly gross.
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ANNIE

God talking to you two is like 

trying to bounce ideas off a 

vortex. I got a real problem here 

you know.

DENNAH

Yeah, I’d say smelly gross is the 

worst of gross.

KAY 

Yeah I’m all for dirty raunchy sex 

but now I can’t get the idea of a 

smelly taco stand out of my head. 

Thanks a lot Annie.

DENNAH

Yeah I think it’s time I go. I’m 

going to be self- conscious enough 

on my date, now I have to worry 

about smelly gross. Thanks a lot 

Annie.

Dennah and Kay get up and leave Annie and Jake’s apartment.

ANNIE

(To self)

Oh what great and wonderful friends 

I don’t have.
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Annie puts her nose down her shirt.

ANNIE (CONT’D)

(Pouts to self)

I’m not smelly gross.

EXT- ALLEY BEHIND GIL’S HOUSE- EVENING

Gil and Jake in the back alley bang some beers together 

standing over a burn barrel.

GIL

Man that roasted lion really puts 

off some heat.

JAKE

I’m going to have to go cool down 

Annie’s heat later. This is one 

night I’m not looking forward to 

returning home.

GIL

Want to stay here tonight?

JAKE

If I don’t go home after sleeping 

on the couch last night I won’t 

have a home to go home too. 
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GIL

You’re just going to have to bite 

bullet or burrito and sit down and 

talk to her. That’s where I screwed 

up with Kassie, I made too many 

assumptions and didn’t talk to her 

enough.

JAKE

Yeah I guess you’re right.

INT- JAKE AND ANNIE’S APARTMENT- NIGHT

Jake enters and becomes pleased with the smell emanating 

throughout the house. He goes into bedroom. Annie is in a 

sexy strawberry red lingerie outfit biting her lip coy.

ANIIE

Hey Jakey Poo got rid of the smelly 

gross. I hope you like this smell a 

lot better. It’s Strawberry 

shortcake.

JAKE

Got to say you are really looking 

sexy and things are smelling  

romantic sexy. I don’t want to 

break any mood here Annie but can 

we talk.
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ANNIE

I was actually hoping you wanted to 

talk Jake. Talking to you is such a 

turn on.

JAKE

Talking to you is too Annie. I’ve 

been talking to Gil and I don’t 

want to end up like he and Kassie. 

So I need to say two things. First 

of all I realize that you are just 

going to have femlogic that I won’t 

always understand and second while 

I’m glad you look at me like your 

rock being the good guy to fix 

everything, I don’t always want to 

be the fixer Annie and sometimes 

you are just going to have to fix 

things yourself. Oh and the third 

thing is you really are definitely 

nothing like my mother. You’re way 

hotter and not near as mean as she 

is.

ANNIE

OK I agree with most of that except 

for your statement about femlogic, 

not following there. 

(MORE)
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I do look at you to fix things and 

depend on you too. To me that’s 

what a good man and good husband 

does. Maybe it’s because I grew up 

with two dads and been spoiled by a 

double dose of fixers. Jake you’re 

such an awesome guy that you are as 

good as a double dose of fixers. I 

really need to ask you a question 

that requires an honest reply. Jake 

did you fix this kitchen up so I 

can better serve you?

JAKE 

No Annie I did it so you can have 

the kitchen of your dreams starting 

your life as Mrs. Jake Schuffman. I 

mean I hope you cook some food 

better than frozen burrito’s from 

time to time but it’s because I 

really want you to be happy. And 

hey since I’m like a double dose 

fixer does that mean we can double 

dose do it tonight, you’re really 

looking and smelling pretty sexy 

there.

Annie outstretches her arms, Jake jumps in bed, kisses Annie.

ANNIE (CONT'D)
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ANNIE

Hmm, did I say you were a double 

good fixer? Maybe I meant triple 

good or four times as good a fixer.

INT- CAFE- EVENING

The two Kevin’s, Kay, Dennah, Jake and Annie are gathered.

KEVIN 1

So Annie what is it with your oh so 

joyful mood today.

Annie leans onto Jake grabbing his arm with both hers.

KEVIN 2

Yeah, pass some of that good mojo 

on. 

DENNAH

Yeah you almost seem as happy as me 

but I got banged good twice last 

night.

KAY

Yeah I’m pretty happy with my 

nooner.
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ANNIE

Well I have you all beat. Jakey Poo 

here is not twice, not three times 

but four times the fixer here.

JAKE

I told you not to call me that 

Annie, especially in public.

Gil walks in.

GIL

God what’s up with everybody’s 

happy mood here. It like I just 

walked in to an after effect of an 

orgy.

Everyone laughs.

GIL (CONT’D)

What?, What did I miss? Did I miss 

some kind of Flem Flam?

ANNIE 

I have an announcement. Tomorrow 

night, supper at our apartment, 

with a brand new kitchen.
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KEVIN 2

Oh God what time? I’ll be there two 

hours early to help you save face 

dear. 

GIL

I’m a brave soul and have an iron 

gut. 

KAY

Nothing that gives me gas or I’m 

out.

DENNAH

Yeah me too. I have a date and 

don’t need that worse of the 

grosses, smelly gross issue.

KEVIN 1

Oh yeah smelly gross is the 

grossest of all the grosses.

ANNIE

God, you guys have no faith in me. 

Don’t worry I’m not going to get a 

reputation of the smelly gross girl 

been there done that and done. 
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Dad I appreciate you wanting to 

help but I can and need to do this 

on my own.

KEVIN 2

OK dear but if you get in over your 

head I’m a phone call away.

THE END
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